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Abstract 
 
As the world gets more and more connected through the World Wide Web new challenges 

arise – and new opportunities starts to grow. How should you handle the ever-growing 

internet? How can you keep up with all the new innovations and ideas that are hatched 

every day? One of the rising segments in this internet-based world is the online 

communities of game enthusiasts. 

This study is conducted using game enthusiasts in gaming communities as the target 

segment and utilizing a quantitative survey to collect data, with the goal of learning how 

attitudes towards product placement and celebrity endorsement together with brand 

familiarity can be related to their trust in a brand. Razer was used as a reference brand as it 

is one of the bigger, growing brands that focuses on gaming peripherals and accessories. 

The data suggests that “gamers” are not that different from the average consumers, even 

though the channels used to access them are different. It further suggests the importance of 

visibility and creating familiarity with the brands in order to achieve trust. Theory and 

empirical data are in agreement on three out of four constructs in this study and marketers 

should be aware of their relative importance and how to use this to their benefit. 



Sammanfattning 
 
Världen blir mer och mer integrerad med internet. Nya utmaningar uppkommer – och nya 

möjligheter börjar att växa. Hur ska man hantera denna kontinuerligt växande webb? Hur ska 

man hänga med alla innovationer och idéer som uppkommer varje dag? Ett snabbt växande 

segment på internet är communities där spelentusiaster samlas. 

 

Den här rapporten fokuserar på segmentet spelentusiaster i online communities genom att 

samla in data via en kvantitativ enkät, med målet att öka kunskapen om attityder mot 

produktplacering, celebrity endorsement tillsammans med märkeskännedom och hur dessa 

kan relatera till märkestillit. Varumärket Razer valdes som referens på grund av bolagets 

storlek och fokus på spelutrustning och accessoarer för spelentusiaster. 

 

Resultatet pekar mot att ”spelare” inte är annorlunda än den vanliga konsumenten, även om 

kanalerna för att nå denna grupp är lite annorlunda. Vidare pekar rapporten på vikten av att 

bygga kännedom och vetskap kring märket för att uppnå märkestillit. Teorin och empirisk 

data stämmer överens på tre av fyra begrepp i denna studie. Detta visar att marknadsförare 

måste vara medvetna om den relative vikten dessa begrep har och hur de ska använda denna 

kunskap fördelaktigt. 
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1 Background 
 
Today’s modern society is more connected than ever before with all the smartphones, 

tablets and computers being constantly connected to the internet. The amount of internet 

users are increasing day by day as more technology arrives and the current technology 

spreads to new areas. The number of individual internet users has increased from 1 009 

millions in 2005 to an estimate of 2 898 millions in 2014 (ITU, 2015). The combined numbers 

of just Facebook, Instagram and Twitter reaches far beyond 1.5 billion active and registered 

users; this is more than half of the active internet users globally. This is described by Tiago 

and Verissimo (2014): “The question is not if people are signing in; the question is what they 

are signing in to and why they use certain applications to do so” (p. 703). 

One-half of a person's waking-day is spent to interact in social media (Lang, 2010). 

Combining this with the data on social network users shows that the challenge is not to find 

people – it is to find what platform they are found on. This is where communities comes in 

to the picture, by connecting to a community people can fulfil the need of their social self- 

identification (Muniz and O’guinn, 2001). Many of these social media users are parts of 

communities that revolve around brands and celebrities, this is called brand community. A 

brand community is a connection of people that share social relationships that include 

supporting a brand (Muniz and O’guinn, 2001). 

Today companies need to create a strategy based on web users. This can be done by finding 

an image that a person in a community can identify themselves with and thereby be 

accepted as a part of the community (Laroche et al, 2012). This gives the companies a 

chance to establish long-term relationships with important customer groups online, that are 

primarily affected by digital promotion strategies. Online communication also gives the 

customer an opportunity to interact and discuss with companies regarding critical matters 

and thereby enhancing the relationship (Tiago and Verissimo, 2014). 

1.1 The ever growing market 

The growing importance of online communication creates a large target audience for 

companies. Video gaming is one example of a digital industry that has boomed and in the 
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last 20 years the market has grown 15 times the size it had in 1994, when the video game 

industry as a whole had a total revenue of $7 billion. For 2015 that number is predicted to 

pass $111 billion (ESA, 2015). This new, booming and constantly growing market requires 

new and fast thinking to succeed. The sheer size of this market and the quick development 

means that actors have to act quickly. During the period 2009 to 2012, the revenue in the 

video game industry grew by 9%. This was a growth 4 times higher than the growth of the 

U.S Economy in the same period (ESA, 2015). 
 
In the growing gaming industry there is frequent use of social media that enhances the 

social interaction and this is the antecedent to communities. A study done on bloggers 

showed that displaying the brands and their products in the blogs would create value and 

increase brand loyalty (Pihl and Sandstrom, 2013). Companies should therefore consider the 

influence respected idols have on their followers through similar channels. 

1.2 Live streaming 

A new form of social media that has erupted is live streaming in video games. This can be 

seen as the gaming community’s version of live blogging. The most common form of live 

streaming is when a person is playing a game while live streaming the action in the game to 

the audience. A popular addition is to use a camera to show his or her reactions while 

having the opportunity to interact with the viewers – the community – thereby enhancing 

the viewing experience. 

A new adaptation of live streaming is to cover live events in the gaming industry such as big 

international tournaments like the Electronic E-Sports League (ESL), Major League Gaming 

(MLG) and League of Legends World Championship Series (WCS). Streaming from large 

game conventions such as the Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) has also become popular 

since it allows the companies to reach a larger audience than just the people attending. The 

sheer size of live streaming has exploded with over 300 million daily viewers (Azubu, 2015) 

and events gathering almost 300 million unique viewers (Riot, 2015). A large portion of 

these streams and events are saved and posted to video sites to allow people to watch their 

favourite matches and highlight whenever they want; this is called Video on Demand (VoD). 

This has given the opportunity for the commercial approach to streaming and allows 
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companies to use this channel for marketing purposes such as product placement in popular 

streams and using the celebrities in the communities to promote their products. Using 

product placement in live streams will display brands and products to the live audience and 

since a large portion of these streams are recorded and posted online the placements will 

also be visible in videos, this will drastically increase the exposure time of the promotions. 

The key element of product placement is marketing products on a platform or in a way that 

normally is not usually used for commercial purposes (Armstrong and Kotler, 2011). 

Practicing this in live streams is new and therefore little research is done on the topic. To 

further enhance the effect of this placement several brands have started to use celebrity 

endorsement in the live streams. Companies will use famous streamer and key figures in the 

communities to promote their products and to use them, to increase the awareness and 

knowledge of their products (Spry et al., 2011). This increase in awareness and knowledge of 

the products and brand will lead to more familiarity with the brand (Spry et al., 2011; Lao 

and Lee, 1999) 

The increase in familiarity can according to Lau and Lee (1999) increase brand trust. Brand 

trust in turn leads to a customer being more brand loyal, which is a foundation in creating a 

sustainable and long lasting relationship with the customer. A long lasting relationship is 

one of the key component for a thriving business. Having loyal customers is much more 

beneficial compared to collecting new ones as it is much more expensive to acquire new 

customers (Daly, 2002). Enhancing the importance of re-purchasing customers is especially 

needed in the fast-paced and growing market of video gaming. With the help of applicable 

theories we want to shed light on some of the components and their relationships on how 

they finally affect brand trust. 

 

1.3 Purpose 
 

The purpose of this study is to assess how brand familiarity, attitudes towards product 

placement and celebrity endorsement affects brand trust. The goal is to see how these 

interact with each other in social media communities.
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2 Theory 
 
In this chapter we present the main theories ending with a summary in a frame of reference 

that we used for guiding our data collection and analysis. The following presented theories 

are about brand community, brand trust, product placement, celebrity endorsement and 

brand familiarity. We choose these theories because they are very adaptable in the quickly 

evolving industry we are studying combined with the possible influence they can provide on 

viewers and followers on these live streams. Since there will be streamers and viewers 

companies can easily perform product placements through celebrity endorsements and 

smart placement of sponsored products. This increased exposure can lead to familiarity and 

these three constructs can increase brand trust. 

 

2.1 Brand Community 
 
Brand community is defined as people having a connection in a non-geographically bound 

environment that share social relationships with the community which is supporting a 

brand. These have their roots in classic sociology as well as customer behaviour and will 

help a product or service to get a type of association (Muniz and O’guinn, 2001). 

Furthermore similarities in the community is identified where the members have for 

example matching cognitive and emotional behaviours and will then shape and form a 

relationship between each other (Laroche et al, 2012). 

Social media is a way for companies to create a good connection between their current and 

potential customers to the brand without any geographical boundaries. This leads to the 

importance for companies to continue to develop ideas and be creative with new 

technology in the brand community, in other words online brand communities (Laroche et 

al, 2012). 

 

2.1.1   Community relationship management 
 
Community Relationship management (CoRM) is how companies use new technologies like 

forums, blogs, wikis and other community platforms to combine in their current customer 

relationship management (CRM) system (Ang, 2011). CRM is meant to enhance the value of 
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interaction with the organization for nurturing the relationship between customers. CoRM is 

the same but to manage the relationship in a community. It is important to specify that all 

members in a community using social media are not necessarily customers as well as all 

customers do not use social media in the community (Ang, 2011). 
 

 

Figure 1: Community Relationship Management 

Source: Figure adapted from Ang (2011). 
 
Figure 1 displays the position and relationship of CoRM in relation to market. First we have 

the world population that are the total of people in the world. In the world there are 

communities formed with similar interest. The online community which is a portion of the 

whole community using social media, which we in other terms can call connected people. A 

company provides a product or services for everyone, therefore we get three different 

customer groups; (1) the ones in the community, (2) the ones in the online community 

(connected to social media) and finally the third (3) those that are not in the community at 

all. CRM is set to manage all the customer groups (1, 2 and 3) relationships. CoRM is just to 

manage the ones connected to a given community. Organizations can therefore use online 

strategies to mainly do two things; more effectively manage the current connected 

customers or seize as many new customers as possible from the connected community, to 

grow the size of the customer base (Ang, 2011). 
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2.2 Product Placement 
 
To further develop and enhance the community relationship management the companies 

needs to find strong ways to reach these communities. As mentioned before product 

placement is one such channel and due to the interactive environment in live streams 

product placement can become a prominent advertising channel (Pihl and Sandstrom, 2013; 

Gupta and Lord, 1998). 

Product placement, in its essence, is to show off a brand and product on a stage or platform 

that is not primarily made for advertisement (Armstrong and Kotler, 2011). The result of 

this is showed in for example movies, where the main character uses a product that is 

branded by a real life company; what cell phones they are using, what car they are driving 

or what type of clothes they are wearing is often the result of product placement. 

A recent study shows that product placement is prone to increase awareness to the brand 

through showing the content in a central, unavoidable way rather than in the peripheral 

view (Mackay et al., 2009). This is both preferred and more memorable. Preferably, it should 

be shown in interaction with the characters in the setting because this uses our connection 

with the character and enhances our association and attitude towards the brand. (Mackay 

et al., 2009; Nelson et al., 2004) 

Law and Braun (2000) suggests that we are more prone to remember a brand we have 

recently seen in any sort of content. Further their study show that when we have seen an ad 

or a placement for a brand we are more likely to assign these to the “good” side using an 

implicit test. Law and Braun (2000) further argue for the effectiveness of the repetition-

induced truth effect; being repeatedly given the same message will over time legitimize this 

and make it true, regardless of whether or not it is actually true. This is taken from our built-

in trust in empirical observation of a phenomenon (Law et al., 1998; Hawkins et al., 1992). 

Taking these studies into account, we can argue that regularly exposing the consumer to 

product placement will build an awareness and knowledge about the brand. This will then 

lead to brand recognition and this leads to brand trust. Further studies enhances that 

prominent placements are more effective (Gupta and Lord, 1998). In the study 90% of the 

test subjects were able to recall the prominent placement while only 35% and 5.6% recalled 
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the subtle placements in the two movies used for the experiment. The study further shows 

that combining audio and visual interaction will have the greatest effect on brand recall 

(Gupta and Lord, 1998). 

Product placement will foremost affect brand awareness, brand recognition and brand 

association. All of these factors will increase brand trust. Acting in brand communities 

enable members to cross geographic borders and become visible for a larger audience 

(Brennan et al., 1999; Tina and Buckner, 2006) 

 

2.3 Celebrity Endorsement 
 
Product placement often involves a celebrity that eithers vouches for or uses a product. 

According to Spry et al. (2011) using famous people will increase the credibility of the brand 

and the equity. There is a relationship between the consumers trust in the endorsers and 

how much the effect will relate to the brand, using a very credible person will have a larger 

impact on brand credibility (Spry et al., 2011). According to Pihl and Sandstrom (2013) 

bloggers have a unique ability to integrate brands into their ordinary life. The bloggers 

create a special relationship with potential customers in their community making a good 

reference for the people in the community. This adds value for those in the community by 

reducing one stage of the transaction cost; the research cost for trusted information. 

Combining this have made blogs a new channel for marketing where firms and customers 

are valuing this efficiency of transaction costs. 

This can be adapted to the video game industry where the celebrities often are the actual 

players of the game and also participants in the communities. As mentioned earlier the 

streamers can be viewed upon as the gaming communities version of bloggers, thus same 

theories can be applicable. Other celebrities in the competitive gaming scene can be 

commentators or analysts. The amount of credibility followers put in these characters, such 

as attractiveness, expertise and trustworthiness, will have an impact in how much it results 

in an increases of brand equity and credibility (Spry et al. 2011). Further this study shows 

that even using a person with low credibility will still increase the credibility of the brand 

getting endorsed (Spry et al. 2011). 
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In some cases there is no need for the endorser to have good expertise or high status. 

Instead, there is high importance for how the endorser is perceived. Further an expert in the 

area may influence more on the audience’s attitudes towards the products the expert 

represent. Previous studies also shows that a celebrity that is more famous have more 

impact and may be more alluring, leading in customers to have a more willingness to buy 

the brand over other brands (Erdogan, 1999). This leads to what according to the American 

marketing Association defines as brand loyalty (AMA, n.d, a). 

 

2.4 Brand Trust 
 
According to Lau and Lee (1999) trust is one of the most important factors in brand loyalty. 

It is impossible to achieve a deeper understanding of what brand loyalty is without first 

looking into trust and how this influences our perseverance of the brand. 

Brand loyalty is, according to the American Marketing Association “The situation in 

which a consumer generally buys the same manufacturer-originated product or 

service repeatedly over time rather than buying from multiple suppliers within the 

category.” (AMA, n.d, a) 

When you trust someone, or something, you have some sort of expectations, or 

anticipations, that the trustee will fulfil a set of tasks, requirements or likewise. You trust 

that the cup you pour your drink in will not spill the content and you trust that the doctor 

will do what he or she can to save you (Deutsch, 1958). Trust involves expectations and 

confidence (Lau and Lee, 1999). When you trust something to be in a certain way you do  

this because you are somehow assured that this will be the case. When you trust something 

you trust that there will be a certain outcome of the situation and if this outcome is not met, 

you will be faced with consequences that are worse than if you did not trust at all (Deutsch, 

1958; Lau and Lee, 1999). 

“...if a mother trusts a baby sitter enough to leave her baby in her care and she does 

not live up to this trust, the mother suffers an unpleasant consequence-harm to her 

baby. “- (Deutsch, 1958, p.266) 
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“Trust is the willingness to rely on another party in the face of risk”. – (Lau and Lee, 

1999, p.343) 

If you trust the cup to hold the coffee in the morning, and it does, you are getting the cup of 

coffee whereas if you did not trust the cup to fulfil its meaning you would not get coffee at 

all. Trust is confidence in another party and that said party is going to fulfil the expectations 

in risky situations. (Lewis and Weigert, 1985; Boon and Holmes, 1991) 

Figure 2 shows the model Lau and Lee (1999) used to display the variables that affect our 

trust in a brand in a business-to-consumer relationship: 
 

 

Figure 2: Antecedents to trust 

Source: Lao and Lee, 1999, p.345 
 
This is a revised model that takes up the most important aspects and influencers regarding 

trust in a brand (Lao and Lee, 1999). One of the major parts when deciding to trust a brand 

or not is the brand characteristics. How well the characteristics of the brand match the 

consumer’s values and attitudes is important to know as we are more likely to trust 

something we have similarities with (Bendapudi and Berry, 1997). 

According to Laroche et al (2012) one of the main functions of a brand community is to build 

trust in the company. By communicating and using product placement to show products in 

social media and relevant platforms for the communities, companies want to reach new 

customers as well as increase the awareness and trust of their brand. This continued 

exposure and usage will lead to brand familiarity (Lau and Lee, 2009; Campbell and Keller, 

2003). 
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2.5 Brand familiarity 
 
Previous studies show that there has been a prominent connection between brand 

familiarity and brand trust (Lau and Lee, 2009; Campbell and Keller, 2003). This invites for 

continued use of this construct and the term is also highly applicable to our field of 

research. According to Campbell and Keller (2003) brand familiarity mirror a customer 

experience with a brand. It also inform about how much aware a customer is about a brand, 

how much recognition that is fixed in the memory of the customer. There may be diversity’s 

among different customer’s beliefs about what a familiar brand are. There can be a lot of 

different sources of influences on how the familiarity is set into the memory for the 

customer, for example factors from a brand’s packaging to marketing campaigns as well as 

family and friends. 

By adapting the previous research done on marketing in social medias such as blogs, 

product placement in movies and computer games together with trust as an antecedent to 

loyalty we can start looking at how all this will come down to a framework applicable on a 

new, evolving market. 
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3 Problem discussion 
 
This study will dig into the new booming multi-billion dollar business of video gaming. 

Relatively few studies are done on this area and many of the old marketing concepts, 

theories and models are either outdated or need to be adapted for this industry. As the 

video gaming industry is fast-paced and technology intensive, it puts high requirements on 

businesses to keep up with new trends. Being ahead of the curve can mean a lot when it 

comes to getting into new, unexplored areas. 

A perfect example is World of Warcraft, one of the biggest online games, showing 10+ 

million active subscriptions 10 years after the release of the game (Activision Blizzard, 

2015). The large amount of subscribers is the result of actively participating in social events 

and competitions related to gaming. This active participation in social media can be seen as 

a benchmark for companies entering new markets where companies have to fight for the 

market shares and there is never a fixed standard. 

The industry selling peripherals and accessories social media is the scene where the 

companies need to start working actively for exposure and attention. Gaining the loyalty of 

the customers early will give a good foundation in the growing communities. Being able to 

determine how and where companies should place their products is one of the first 

obstacles to overcome. Determining how much companies should invest into product 

placement, visibility in social media and accessibility on gaming platforms is crucial for both 

game developers and peripheral producers. Companies such as Razer, Corsair and BenQ are 

making their business to supply gamers with high quality equipment, often specially 

designed for gaming purposes. 

Is using social media and online communities as portals to get to the gaming community, 

thus achieving brand recognition, trust and awareness the way to go? Or should the 

peripheral companies stick to the traditional marketing methods developed for consumer 

goods? 

This problem is critical for companies to take into account, because it will determine the 

survivability on a competitive market. If companies are able to maintain existing customers 

and even seize new customers in a community they can thrive and prosper in the long run. 
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When a company analyses a potential market in an online community they want a way to 

promote their brand in this community. By using product placement and combining this 

with celebrity endorsement companies can target a market that would otherwise be hard to 

find or promote towards. When using a person that is already considered an expert or 

professional in the community, companies will increase trust and the willingness to buy the 

brand (Brennan et al., 1999; Pihl and Sandstrom, 2013). 

When displaying the products with a person that the community consider to have a high 

status, an expert or professional, companies can increase the perception of the brand, as the 

community will link the characteristics of the person to the brand (Erdogan, 1999). When 

applying this to the gaming community platforms such as Twitch marketers will get access to 

a span of customers that are located globally and that willingly watches the streams with 

the endorsers. This will let brands get several hours of product placement to a target 

audience that can reach millions at a fraction of the cost compared to product placement in 

movies or TV shows. 

Product placement and celebrity endorsement increases brand equity and brand trust (Spry 

et al, 2011). Using these celebrities to target their own communities creates a discussion 

and awareness on a platform that otherwise is not used for advertising (Pihl and Sandstrom, 

2013). This creates value and will further boost brand trust. Brand trust is accepted as one 

of the major antecedents for brand loyalty (Lau and Lee, 1999). Brand loyalty is described as 

the degree to which a consumer consistently purchases the same brand within a product 

class (AMA, n.d, a). Thus using the theories to increase brand trust will increase the loyalty 

for the brand and let the company keep and gain new customers more easily. Having loyal 

customers’ leads to more effective CRM which can lead to a more involved community. 

After looking at communities are affected by the antecedents for brand trust it is interesting 

to match this against brand familiarity. A high brand familiarity will increase any effect that 

marketing has on people exposed to it, as they already have knowledge about the company 

(Lau and Lee, 2009). By taking brand familiarity into consideration we can assess the 

importance of familiarity in relationship to trust. Since a high familiarity will increase the 

effect of the other two actions it is important to also cover this in the study. 

Using everything discussed in this chapter we are able to create a framework that can display 
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the process of increasing brand trust, using product placement, celebrity endorsement and 

brand familiarity as variables. This makes us able to assess how these variables are related to 

brand trust. This framework is displayed in figure 3 and will be used as our frame of 

reference. Product placement is done within the purple area where the community exists. 

The celebrities are streaming, displaying sponsored and endorsed products where social 

media allows the community to interact with the celebrities. In the model the area where the 

customers are located exists both inside and outside of the community. This is because 

people can be a customer of a company without being part of the community and vice versa. 

 

3.1 Research Questions and Frame of Reference 
 
In accordance with the purpose of this study; 

“The purpose of this study is to assess how brand familiarity, attitudes towards product 

placement and celebrity endorsement affects brand trust.” 

the problem discussion evolved and leads into the three following research questions. 
 
1) What influence does the attitude towards product placement have on brand trust? 

2) What influence does the attitude towards celebrity endorsement have on brand trust? 

3) What influence does brand familiarity have on brand trust? 
 
Figure 3 shows how companies can work to gain entry to the online communities in social 

media. The purple area in figure 3 displays the factors that need to be considered when 

working with community relationship management in online communities. 
 

 

Figure 3: Frame of reference. 
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4 Methodology 
 
In the previous chapter we summarized a frame of reference and with help of it we 

produced a questionnaire that aimed to answer questions related to our research questions. 

Therefore the choice of method to gather data was a quantitative survey. 

 

4.1 Research purpose 
 
According to Ang (2011) there is a way for companies to reach a bigger market of customers 

with active CoRM instead of just CRM. Therefore our study’s goal was to discover the 

importance of this matter in the video game equipment industry. Taking the social media 

platform and developing it into a place for creating good relationships can therefore be 

critical to continuous revenues for a company in a competitive market; this can be done by 

implementing the theories about brand trust. A company that acquires brand trust can 

make a connection to potential or existing customers early in the community to become 

loyal to the brand. This can be done by using for example product placement theories, 

which was the key focus that we wanted to examine with our survey. 

Due to the low amount of studies done on marketing and live streaming this study took an 

exploratory approach. This is because there were no models or theories directly applicable 

in this area. Therefore there was a need for new models and to check how adaptable 

current theories were in this field of research. (AMA, n.d, b). One of the goals with the 

study also was to define characteristics of the target group and find out what the influence 

was on brand trust the study also had a descriptive approach (Dahmström, 2011). The 

study did not attempt determine the causal relationship, instead tried to determine what 

the effect of different attitudes, it takes on a descriptive approach (Dahmström, 2011; 

Bryman, 1997). 

 

4.2 Research Approach 
 
This study took on three different research questions which were designed to create 

understanding on how different variables work together and how they affect each other. 

The main focus was on independent variables, meaning that the variables often are the 

cause or somehow affect the outcome of a situations (Creswell, 2013). Since this study was 
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done with the focus on these variables the best way to conduct it was through a 

quantitative approach (Creswell, 2013). 

 

4.3 Research Strategy 
 
The approach was quantitative thus one of the best strategies was to do a survey (Creswell, 

2013; Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul, 2014). Because we were using currently established 

models and theories to create our research model, the approach was deductive. A 

quantitative study can use surveys to collect primary data, and this data is quantifiable 

(Creswell, 2013; Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul, 2014; Bryman, 1997). We chose to do a 

surveys due to the profile of our respondents. This was partly because the volatility of the 

target population making previous data inaccurate, leading us to requiring updated data. 

Likewise this is an uncharted field of research little to no data exists. As a result of our aim 

at making the study on international gaming enthusiasts we used a survey because it was 

the easiest way to reach out to enough people to gather an adequate sample size (Eriksson 

and Wiedersheim-Paul, 2014; Bryman, 1997). The quantified data was then sorted, 

validated and analysed using statistical programs. 

 

4.4 Data Collection 
 

4.4.1 Measurement development 
 

We have conducted the survey with guidelines from recent research that have been done in 

the same area about brand trust, brand familiarity, product placement and celebrity 

endorsement. Further we adapted these questions to match our research questions to 

cover important aspects needed from the respondents as well as added necessary questions 

of our own. 

By taking questions used in previous studies and combining them with theories we were 

able to create questions adaptable to our survey. This allowed us to create questions that 

specified the operationalization (See appendix 1) of the research questions and additionally 

ensuring that the questions were quantifiable allowing us to analyse them (Bryman, 1997). 

By making the questionnaire as simple as possible without losing important keywords we 

were able to further increase the quantifiability. 
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4.4.2 The Survey Intro 
 
In the survey we start with defining the purpose of the study and before each question we 

summarized what we wanted to learn from the questions as well as a short instructions in 

how to answer correctly. This increases the reliability of the questions because it makes it 

easier for the respondent to answer correctly (Dahmström, 2011). We also left the question 

of age open because this gives us the opportunity to divide the respondents into age 

brackets according to the answers we receive. By doing this we can get around the 

implication that all respondents fall into one of our pre-set age-brackets and thus increase 

the analytical quality of the report (Dahmström, 2011). We also had two extra fields for 

describing the respondents background; region of residence and gender. The last question 

in the intro was about what kind of games the respondent were watching/following, here 

multiple answers were available. 

 

4.4.3 The questions 
 
The survey used a standard 7-point agreement scale where the options ranged from 

“Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree” (Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994). The survey was then 

divided into four question groups measuring the different variables; brand trust, attitude 

towards product placement, attitude towards celebrity endorsement and brand familiarity. 

Every variable contained one or more reverse questions used as control questions to make 

it easier to scan for bogus answers and error responses. According to Lau & Lee (2009) the 

control questions are important for the validity of the answers. This means asking a similar 

question with reversed scales to see if respondents are consistent in their answers. 

According to Dahmström (2011) it is important to not have leading questions to make sure 

the respondent does not lean to answers due to the nature of how the question is asked. It 

is equally important to make sure that there are available answers that may not favour in 

any direction. This enhances the argument for a standard 7-point scale recommended by 

Nunnally and Bernstein (1994) 

To not discourage respondents we constructed the questions to start as relatively easy and 

then as they get through the stages the depth of the questions and the amount of 

information they have to reveal about themselves increases. According to Dahmström 
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(2011) this will help to not scare them as the respondents are intimidated by the initial 

requirements for them to reveal personal information. Dillman et al (1993) further argues 

that there is a higher response rate in a questionnaire with a friendly design. Dillman et al 

(1993) do, however, argue that there is a lack of research and consensus in what is 

considered a “respondent-friendly” design. To further increase the validity in the answers 

we allowed for anonymity in the questionnaire. The respondents were only asked to reveal 

their age, gender and country of origin and the data was saved in a way so that no answer 

can be linked to a specific person. By allowing anonymity it will increase the truthfulness of 

the answers (Dahmström, 2011). Results from the study by Dillman et al (1993) shows that 

when requiring sensitive information in a questionnaire the response rate is significantly 

lower when respondents are not anonymous. 

 

4.4.4 Time and length 
 
We estimated the survey to take about 5 to 7 minutes, this can seems to be a short bit of 

time, but for someone going to complete a survey the person can feel somewhat eager to 

get it finished. Therefore we added a bar that displayed the progress to limit the stress-

element for answering questions in infinity. Studies are inconclusive on whether or not the 

length of the questionnaire is affecting the response rate. According to Dillman et al (1993) 

some studies show that there is no effect while some studies show that there is a slightly 

negative effect by having a higher amount of questions. 

 

4.4.5 Data Analysis 
 
The data gathered from the survey was tested and sorted. After initial testing and screening 

for erroneous or bogus answer was done, we were able to determine the quality of the data 

was satisfactory and was usable for further analysis. Subsequently, the screening process 

was done we quantified the data and adjusted the answers ensuring that all questions 

followed the same scale, as a result of having some reverse-scale questions.  We conducted 

several correlation tests to determine that the data was usable for regression analysis and 

performed alpha tests to confirm the validity of the data before we continued on to the 

regression analysis. A multiple regression analysis was then performed, as a result of having 

several independent variables. Since we beforehand had determined the validity and 
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usability of the data we could proceed with analysing and testing our model. After we had 

derived our results from the regression analysis we could further analyse the different 

outputs and further enhance the validity of the data with several validity tests. With the 

validated output data we continued to analyse the data and compared it to theory. 

 

4.5 Sample selection 
 
The survey was internet based, because we had a specific target group that are “online 

communities”. We used a purposive sampling strategy as we wanted to reach to a specific 

target group (Dahmström, 2011; Bryman, 1997). We choose purposive sampling in the 

study to ensure that we would find members of our specific target audience, as it can be 

hard to gather enough data in a random selection strategy as not enough people might be 

a part of a community that fits our purpose for this study. Another reason is that in forums 

and online people tend to stay anonymous so screening beforehand is impossible with 

means. To reach our respondents in the most effective way we chose to do a web-based-

survey. This is partly due to the monetary and geographical benefits it provides, but also 

allows us to reach the bigger masses. With an online survey we were able to get a wide 

spread of people from different regions around the world. The distribution of the survey 

was on forums (mmo-champion.com, sweclockers.se and arenajunkies.com) where the 

community connects to the video gaming industry, we also posted the survey in Facebook 

groups (Gamers @ LTU, Halo Norge and D3 Seasonal community) that are connected to the 

gaming environment. These groups were deemed relevant because the forums are made to 

discuss different video games and the groups are revolving around gathering gamers 

together as a community. 

 

4.6 Validity and Reliability 
 

4.6.1 Evaluation of validity 
 
To be able to let the respondents answer the questions regarding their attitudes towards a 

brand, there is a benefit to use a common brand seen in the community as well as well- 

recognized. We have chosen a company, Razer that according to an article by Tan (2014) 

appear to be an innovative company that have a loyal customer base. With a revenue in 

2013 close to $250 million, acting in a globally environment. Razer are present at many 
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events and shows and they are well integrated in the gaming industry and especially 

commonly seen in live streaming and video on demand (Tan, 2014). 

Razer is a multinational gaming brand, creating peripherals and accessories for gamers. It 

was therefore beneficial to use Razer in the survey as respondent can then chose to answer 

the questions with having Razer in mind. It is easier for the respondent to have a reference 

when trying to answer our questions about perceptions on different levels. There was also 

negative sides with having a brand that is well-known. Some of the respondents may choose 

not to complete the survey because they might have negative attitudes or associations to 

the brand Razer. For example we had one negative response in a comment on a forum post: 

“Opened the study 

Saw a razer logo 

Was scared and closed the study ” – Glonglon 

 
Another step we took in order to increase the validity of the study was to use questions 

that were tested and used in scientific studies. These studies used questions that where 

aimed at discovering attitudes towards the same independent variables as we are studying. 

We adapted questions from Lau and Lee (1999), Spry et al. (2011), Erdogan (1999) and 

Nelson et al. (2004) in the areas of brand trust, brand familiarity, celebrity endorsement 

and product placement respectively. 

 
One of our reversed asked questions: “[PP] I hate seeing Razer products in games if they are 

placed for commercial purposes*” did not get as many responses compared to the rest of 

the questions in the questionnaire. This might be due to the strong feelings associated with 

the word “hate” or that this specific question was the last one in the group, leading to the 

respondents might have missed to fill it in. However an adequate amount of answers was 

received, allowing for use of this question (Heir et al., 2010). 
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4.6.2 Evaluation of Reliability 

To ensure that the questions have internal consistency among each other we conducted an 

alpha test using Cronbach's Alpha. Cronbach’s Alpha determines the internal consistency of 

the question. A score of 0.7 is considered enough for it to be significant and 0.9 is highly 

significant (Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994). Using questions that are previously used 

allowed us to be more certain that they actually measure what they intend to measure, as 

these studies could display high alpha-values. 

According to Bonett (2002) there is a large variance in what is considered a required number 

of answers for something to be statistically correct. Numbers vary from “15-20” to “300 or 

more”. How large a sample is needed should rather be set by the requirements on the 

required statistical power and what type of hypotheses is set up. 

According to Hair et al. (2010) a minimum sample size of 50, but preferably over 100 for 

multiple regression. In addition Hair et al. (2010) argue for a 15:1 scale of answers per 

independent variable. Since this study uses 3 independent variables that adds to 45 and 

with our sample size of 90 this satisfies these criteria’s. 

4.7.3   Reversed Questions 

As stated before we used reversed questions; this is to limit false responses. Due to the 

revered questions we were able to screen the responses that did not correspond (Lau and 

Lee, 2009). The reliability will increase with this type of built-in control questions in the 

survey. It is made that the reversed question is to be answered inverse to the scale of the 

regular ones. When a respondent answer a question on how positive their attitude is to 

something they might set it to be “Strongly Agree” with their preference. In our survey the 

respondent will set this to a 7, if the following question is a reversed one, they should show 

little to low agreement to be consistent in the answer compared to the previous question 

asked. This gave us the advantage to delete the error responding respondents that did not 

match with their own answers (Lau and Lee, 2009; Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994). 

With an understanding of the questionnaire and the problems that can be faced we now 

move on to the next chapter that are going to present the collection of our empirical data. It 

will involve the gathered data from the survey. 
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5 Empirical Data 
 
In this chapter we present the empirical data we gathered with our survey. It includes 

tables that show the tested correlations, alpha tests, multicollinearity, descriptive 

statistics, beta value and regression analysis. 

 

5.1 Profile 
 
We gathered 104 complete questionnaires in the six days it was available. These were 

generated from 983 viewers on our forum posts. This gives a response rate of 

approximately 10.6%. Fourteen (14) responses were inaccurate where the respondent 

made an error response, where they did not match-up with the asked reversed question 

or did not complete a viable amount of questions needed for the our analysis. The 

screening have left us with 90 questionnaires of which 73 were fully answered. 

 
Our respondent profile consists of mainly men (93.3%) in the age between 16 and 40 years 

old, where the median age is 23 and the average age is 24. Geographically the majority are 

from Europe (84.4%) and North America with the second most respondents (8.9%). The big 

differences in gender distribution matches with what Azubu has on their viewer profile, 

96.9% male, 3.1% female (Azubu, 2015) and also matches Twitch’s profile (95% male). The 

median age in our survey is slightly higher than the median on Twitch (21) and Azubu (20) 

(Azubu, 2015; Twitch, 2014). From our datasheet we can also see that the most answers, 

66%, were in the first 24 hours of the time period of six day the survey was up and running. 

In the following five days we received the remaining 34%. 

 

5.2 Screening 
 
We screened the data-material for searching and eliminating error responses (14 

eliminated) as well as reversed scaled our reversed questions, to get the question’s 

answers in the same scale for the reversed asked ones on a scale 1 to 7, a 1 became a 7 

and vice versa, and so on. 

As mentioned before we did an alpha test on the questions to make sure they aim to 

answer the same thing and endorse the reliability. The tested alpha on the group of 
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questions regarding product placement had one question that did not follow the pattern 

of the other questions. When we removed the error question: “I generally prefer streams 

and video clips that do not have product placement in them to those that do” the alpha-

score was acceptable and the data usable. The alpha tells us that the question did not 

seem to measure what we aim to measure in terms of consistency in the answers from the 

respondents, because it was to widespread compared to the other questions about 

product placement. 

 

5.3 Presentation of data 
 
The descriptive statistics shown in table 1 displays the statistics for all the questions in the 

survey, displaying minimum and maximum values, mean and standard deviation. 

According to Nunnally and Bernstein (1994) the minimum standard deviation should be 

.5. As the lowest measured standard deviation is 1.48 this satisfies that criteria and allows 

the use of data from all questions. The mean ranges from 2.3 to 6.38, excluding the mean 

value of age as it uses a different scale. 

Table 2 shows the Cronbach's Alpha on our question groups. All of our constructs that are 

presented have enough significant values as they are over >.7, meaning that they meet 

the requirement for internal consistency and therefore be used for further analysis (Hair 

et al., 2010). 
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Table 1 Descriptive Statistics 

 
 
Table 2 - Cronbach’s Alpha 

Construct (Question group) N of items Mean Cronbach's Alpha (Standardized) 
Brand Trust 5 4,75 0.972 

Celebrity Endorsement 5 2,85 0.853 

Brand Familiarity 3 6,18 0.823 

Product Placement 4 4,69 0.875 
 
 

 

 N Min Max Mean Std.D 
Age 90 16 40 24,1 4,1 
Brand Trust [T]      

[T] This brand has a reputation for being good 85 1 7 4,92 1,8 
[T] I trust this brand 88 1 7 4,87 1,91 
[T] This brand cannot be counted on to do its job* 86 1 7 5,47 1,67 
[T] I feel that I can trust this brand completely 87 1 7 4,31 1,89 
[T] If I buy a product from Razer I would feel secure because I know that 
it will never let me down 87 1 7 4,2 1,94 

Celebrity Endorsement [CE]      

[CE] I am positive towards celebrities endorsing products’ 81 1 7 3,54 1,83 

[CE] I am more likely to buy a product if a celebrity is using it 84 1 7 2,36 1,64 

[CE] It is positive when a brand is strongly connected to celebrities 83 1 7 2,77 1,58 

[CE] I am tempted to buy products that celebrities uses 85 1 7 2,3 1,48 

[CE] I hate when celebrities are obviously promoting a brand* 86 1 7 3,14 2,06 

Brand Familiarity [BF]      
[BF] Familiarity with Razer 85 1 7 5,97 1,69 

[BF] Recognition of Razer 86 1 7 6,38 1,2 
[BF] Reputation of brand 88 1 7 6,22 1,26 
Product Placement [PP]      

[PP] I don't mind seeing Razer products on stream and video clips. 82 1 7 4,95 1,8 

[PP] I hate if Razer products appear on streams or in video clip* 82 1 7 5,53 1,6 

[PP] I am positive towards brands visibly promoting their brand in social 
media. 81 1 7 4,29 1,83 

[PP] I hate seeing Razer products in games if they are placed for 
commercial purposes* 78 1 7 4,09 1,93 

Removed [PP] I generally prefer streams and video clips that do not have 
product placements in them to those that do. 85 1 7 4,57 2,09 
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Tolerance indicates how much of the variability is not explained by other predictors in the 

model. A higher number is better, it means that little of the variable is affected by the 

other measured variables. Table 3 shows VIF and tolerance levels. The variance inflation 

factor (VIF) is an inverse of the tolerance, if it exceeds 10 there ought to be a 

multicollinearity (Hair et al., 2010). This means a multiple correlation between the 

independent variables of >.95. With lower sample sizes even scores as 5 or 3 can be cause 

for problems as they correspond to a .9 and .82 correlation respectively (Hair et al., 2010). 

Looking at our tolerance level in table 3 we can see that it is higher than the critical value 

of .10 which confirms that there is no multicollinearity. Double checking the results by 

looking at the VIF score further enhance the statement that there is no multicollinearity as 

the VIF score is below the threshold of 10 (Hair et al, 2010). 

Table 3 - Multicollinearity 
 

Variable Tolerance VIF 

Celebrity Endorsement .643 1.556 

Brand Familiarity .913 1.096 

Product Placement .598 1.671 
 

Dependent Variable: Brand Trust 
 
 

5.3.1 Correlations analysis 
 
According to Hair et al. (2010) there can occur problems if the bivariate correlation is over 

.70. This means if the correlation between the independent variables among each other is 
higher than the correlation with the dependent variable used for the model. Furthermore 

lower correlations may also cause problems if they have a higher correlation than 

independent variables and dependent variables have between each other. 
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Table 4 – Pearson’s correlation matrix 
 

 Mean Brand Trust Mean CE Mean BF Mean PP 

Mean  Brand Trust 1.000    

Mean CE .296 1.000   

Mean BF .515 .127 1.000  

Mean PP .504 .596 .290 1.000 
 

Since the Cronbach’s alpha showed an adequate score for all constructs this proves that all 

questions within the group measure the same thing, or construct (Hair et al, 2010). This 

lets us take the score of all questions within a construct and combine them to a mean 

score. This allows us to take the mean scores of each construct and use these for further 

analysis. 

As we can see there is a high correlation between the different variables and brand trust. 

There is a high correlation noted between the attitudes towards product placement and 

celebrity endorsement, but as those two variables are both related to advertising that 

correlation is expected and is no cause of concern. We can also see from the significances 

that all variables have a significant correlation towards brand trust as all p-values are < .05. 

Checking for multicollinearity in table 4 we can see that there is a positive relationship 

between our dependent variable and two of our three independent variables (l<l .3) (Hair 

et al., 2010). We can also check that there is not a too strong correlation between our 

independent variables (l>l .7) which means that we do not have multicollinearity or 

redundancy (Hair et al., 2010). Appendix 2 shows Pearson’s correlation for all questions in 

each construct’s group. Looking at the correlation across the different constructs we can 

see that no questions within a group has a higher correlation to questions from different 

groups, thus showing confirming the discriminant validity of the questions (Hair et al., 

2010). 

After completing the tests needed to validate the quality of the data, the internal 

consistency of the questions and checking for redundancy among the variables we can 

confirm that the data is usable for a regression analysis. 
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Looking at Pearson’s correlation matrix in table 4 we can see that there is high positive 

correlation between brand trust (BT) and both brand familiarity (BF) and product 

placement (PP). Celebrity endorsement (CE) does not qualify for the >.3 criteria to be 

significant for the model. We can further see that there is a high correlation between CE 

and PP. As stated earlier these two variables are both related to attitudes towards 

commercials, this is therefore not an unexpected result. 

 
5.3.2 Regression analysis 

After the stages of validating the data is complete we can start using our data and conduct 

a regression test. This test will measure the R2 of the model, or the regression. The R2 is the 

explanatory factor of the model, or how much of the change in brand trust that can be 

attributed to the independent variables (Hair et al, 2010). 

Table 5: Regression - R2 

 

 

The regression analysis is done with brand trust as the dependent variable and attitude 

towards Product placement and Celebrity endorsement as well as brand familiarity as 

independent variables. 

With an R2 of .403 and an adjusted R2 of .378, displayed in table 5, we can see that there is 

a significant explanatory value of the model. With an F-value of 15,976 from the Anova 

test we can see that the model is statistically significant at p < .001. 

Looking into the regression model summary we can see that the R2 can explain 40.3% of 

the constructs in brand trust. As brand trust is a feeling, or a relationship, this explanatory 

level is adequate and therefore the use of this model is possible. The model can thus give a 

good chance to predict the outcome of actions done to increase the significant 

contributors, brand familiarity and product placement. In short the model shows how big 

the change in brand trust should be when increasing the levels in attitude towards product 

placement or increase brand familiarity. 
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Table 6 - Explanatory variables 
 

 Beta t Sig 

Celebrity Endorsement .023 .199 .842 

Brand Familiarity .404 4.209 .000 

Product Placement .373 3.149 .002 
 

Furthermore we can look at the beta-values displayed in table 6. The beta value show how 

much the dependent variable will change if the individual independent variable changes 

by 1, ceteris paribus. This shows how much influence the individual independent variables 

would have over the outcome (Hair et al, 2010). When analysing the beta values we can 

see that celebrity endorsement does not have an acceptable significance level, .842, thus 

the effect of this variable is likely to occur by chance. Brand familiarity and product 

placement however, have high significance values at p < .005 and therefore can be used in 

further analysis. Since brand familiarity and product placement fulfil the requirement of p 

< .05 we can conclude that they have an individual contribution to the model (Hair et al., 

2010). The biggest contributor to brand trust is brand familiarity with .404 closely 

followed by product placement with .373. 
 

 

 
Figure 4: R2 and beta. 

 
The result from the regression analysis is displayed in figure 4, when looking at the effect 

of the beta-values we can see that they have a significant effect on brand trust. This 

combined with the total explanatory power of the model allows us to proceed with the 

independent variables to further analysis on how they affect brand trust. 
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6 Conclusions and implications 
 
After analysing the data and confirming the validity of the analysis we can conclude that the 

model have a significant explanatory power. We also discover that in our targeted segment, 

game enthusiasts in online community, most of the theories that is currently applicable on 

the regular consumer market is also applicable on this segment, with one exception. The 

attitude towards celebrity endorsement did not follow what theory stated in terms of 

relative power over brand trust. 

 

6.1   Product placement 
 
What influence does the attitude towards product placement have on brand trust? 

 
According to Brennan et al. (1999) and Tina and Buckner (2006) the attitude towards 

product placement should be linked to brand trust. The more positivity towards product 

placement from a brand will lead to increased positivity towards that brand. 

Our data supports this claim in both the correlation between the constructs and the 

explanatory model of our regression analysis. The results we gathered with our data 

supported our theories. This shows that even the online communities that are exposed to a 

large amount of influence from a large amount of sources still pick that up in the jungle of 

ads and placements. 

6.1.2 Implications for practitioners 

Product placement is thus not a lost cause in online gaming communities as an influencing 

factor on brand trust and according to our beta values still holds a relatively high amount of 

power in our perceptions and attitudes. 

We can thereby conclude that the theory and predictions on outcome is supported by our 

empirical data gathered in the surveys. This means that product placement is still a good 

factor when trying to influence consumers in the video gaming industry. 
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6.2   Celebrity Endorsement 
 
What influence does the attitude towards celebrity endorsement have on brand trust? 
 
The attitude towards celebrity endorsement did not show results that matched theory. The 

relation between brand trust and celebrity endorsement was not of a significant level as the 

beta value was to low (See table 6) and the power it had in the regression model was none. 

This is contradictory to what Spry et al. (2011) as well as Pihl and Sandstrom (2013) argues 

for in their studies which makes our result puzzling. One explanation can be that in the fast-

paced environments in the gaming communities’ celebrities hold relatively little power over 

consumers as trends and popularity among streamers as well as professional gamers sway 

very fast.  As an example the line-up of professional gaming teams can change several times 

per season while an average football player is signed for a much longer time. This 

phenomenon is known as FOTM, or “flavour of the month” in gaming. 

Another explanation to this low relationship can be that the endorsements done in the 

streaming and gaming scene is much more subtle. There are no TV-commercials with 

famous gamers parading with a known brand like there are for other products (Think 

George Clooney and Nescafe). We did also measure the general attitude towards celebrity 

endorsement. If we had done double implicit tests with selected celebrities and measured 

the results before and after we could possibly have received other results as well as if we 

had mentioned specific celebrities. As there are many streamers the amount of data would 

be too large to handle and the amount of variables that would arise would require a very 

large sample size to get any significant information from it. 

Another explanation can be that we used an already famous brand. In the gaming 

community’s rivalry is high. When people have a favourite brand they will often have a high 

attachment to it and thus hate other brands. When looking at how the respondents 

answered combined with our high Cronbach’s alpha we can see that people that liked the 

brand, had very high scores while people that disliked it had very low scores. There was a 

minimal amount of respondents that had neutral feelings, in other words, people either 

loved it or hated it. 
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6.3   Brand Familiarity 
 
What influence does brand familiarity have on brand trust? 

 
The results from our empirical data confirmed that increasing brand familiarity will have a 

positive effect on brand trust and this is in accordance with theories by Campbell and 

Keller (2003) as well as Lau and Lee (1999). Brand familiarity had the highest effect on 

brand trust and this relationship was not unexpected. When a person is very familiar with a 

brand she is likely exposed to that brand a lot and being a consumer of said brand is also a 

possibility. 

When you are using a brand you are trusting it enough to use it, this relationship is not 

unexpected, and also satisfactory. Although the result is expected it still enhances the 

importance for marketers to promote their brand to build a familiarity towards it. Being 

regularly exposed to a brand will increase the familiarity and thereby increase the trust in 

that brand. 

6.3.1 Implications for practitioners 

Due to the high explanatory level of this construct in our model it is a big incentive to 

participate in events and make sure potential customers are exposed to the company’s 

products. Building brand familiarity does not require usage of a product, which increases 

the relative power of trust building advertisement. Gaining a high brand familiarity does 

not only increase the trust in the brand, it also increases the chance that the customer will 

accept shortcomings from a product, compared to not being familiar with the brand 

(Campbell and Keller, 2003). 

 

6.4   Brand Trust 
 
As we can see from the constructs of our model we do have a significant explanatory power 

on brand trust, as it explains 37.8% of the change. There is still more constructs involved in 

the term Brand Trust that we have not explored in our model. This is expected as we did not 

research many antecedents to brand trust whereas Lau and Lee (1999) names several likely 

antecedents. This does not however limit the significance of the model, as our goal is to see 

how much the three chosen independent variables are affecting brand trust. 
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6.4.1 Implications for practitioners 

Trust in a brand is important and a major antecedent to brand loyalty, this is why we have 

chosen to investigate what variables in online marketing that are easy to access, execute 

and have an large effect. There are of course more variables that can be used in marketing 

but when dealing with online streaming as a new platform for marketing, using product 

placement and celebrity endorsement is a quick way to gain access. As we have three 

variables that are very closely linked we believe that this is a good start to increase the trust 

in a brand. Marketers should consider to use product placement to increase brand 

familiarity in popular channels as being regularly exposed to a brand will, as shown by our 

study, increase the trust in a brand. 

Leaving this interesting topic of discussion where we presented our findings, we further 

move to the next chapter about what can be done in future research in this area of 

marketing and what limited our research. 

 

6.5 Implications for theory 
 
The results of our research has showed us that there are strong relations between 

independent variables and the dependent variable. Even though celebrity endorsement did 

not have a strong relation to brand trust it had some correlation to product placement and 

brand familiarity, which in turn means that it should not be neglected in future studies on 

the area. The result of the regression analysis leads us to draw the conclusion that product 

placement and brand familiarity will have an effect on brand trust. In theory these variables 

account for 40% of the influence on brand trust in consumers. 
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7 Research limitations and further research 
 
As we saw in the previous chapter this research had unexpected results regarding celebrity 

endorsement. In this chapter we are going to present our research limitations and what can 

be done in further research. 

 
Because of all the literature and the global niche we have on this report, we conducted the 

questionnaire in English. This might have excluded non-English speaking respondents leading 

to the chance of a bias in the respondent selection. We asked where the respondents are 

currently resided and we did not get a single response from Asia and Africa. This can be 

because of some language differences or we failed to find forums that have world-spread 

readers. This has to be considered with our analysis if applied in world’s different regions. For 

further research a larger and more world-spread sample would be preferred. 

 
To use this further we think that the questions and analysis we have done are applicable to 

other similar companies in this industry. There are improvements to be made in a further 

survey with more questions to make sure to measure attitudes. Further we would see 

research that are looking into if celebrity endorsement affects brand trust more thoroughly, 

more questions regarding this attitude and/or observations and experiments. Taking our 

frame of reference into consideration we would like to see further research in affect brand 

trust has on brand loyalty as well as repurchase in this field. 

The online gaming community and the gaming community as a whole is expanding rapidly. 

The amount of online games and players is rapidly growing. As a result of this and the size of 

the study we can’t consider that the sample gives a true indication of how the whole 

population of online gamers behave. It does, however, show that in some aspects this 

segment group behaves similar to the average consumer and that the possible benefits to be 

gained from having a strong, early position on this market is good. Marketers should start 

analysing and researching this market for possible points of entry ensuring that they don’t 

lag behind competitors. 

 
This study shows that even in a new emerging market, such as the online video gaming 

industry, a majority of the classic marketing theories are still applicable. Consumers of live 
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streaming are still affected in a similar way to consumers of television and movies regarding 

product placement and brand familiarity. The effect these two constructs of trust had on  the 

respondents are in accordance with previous studies by Campbell and Keller (2003), Brennan 

et al., (1999), Lau and Lee (1999) and Tina and Buckner (2006), which indicates that the 

current models of marketing are applicable. As celebrity endorsement did not have the 

predicted effect this requires further research. The nature of this market might not allow the 

same effect as shown in TV and movie commercials but we suspect there might be an effect 

that is discoverable if doing a deeper research on this segment. Further studies should test 

this more deeply, perhaps with the use of implicit tests or testing over time, to measure 

changes in attitude after being exposed to celebrity endorsement. 

 
The strong connection between brand familiarity and brand trust requires deeper 

examination, as increasing familiarity with a company’s brands might be one of the key 

aspects of marketing in live streaming. Further studies should have this in mind and try to 

measure it over time. As this study only takes a first response from all respondents no 

measurement of change over time was possible. Measuring initial brand familiarity and 

brand trust and then continuously measuring these variables over time should yield more 

reliable data. 
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Appendix 
 
Appendix 1: Questionnaire 

 
Online streaming - The future of marketing? 

 
Razer is a global gaming brand, creating peripherals and accessories for gamers. This study 

increases our understanding of the new phenomenon - live streaming of video games. 

Please take five minutes to answer following questions and help us to contribute to the 

body of science. 

We, Grim and Sebastian, are two students doing our bachelor thesis in marketing. This is a 

part of that thesis that we are writing at Luleå University of Technology. 

Grim Pedersen - grim.pedersen@ltu.se 

Sebastian Malm - sebmal-3@student.ltu.se 

PLEASE NOTE: This study is neither endorsed by Razer, nor done for Razer. The brand is 

merely used as an example to facilitate responding to the questions/statements 

***************************This survey is anonymous************************** 

(Next page) 

Gender  

(Fill in age) 

In what part of the world do you live? Please check your current area of residence 
 
(Able to choose one: Africa, Asia, Europe, Oceania, North America, South America) 

 
What games do you watch/Follow? Mark the alternative(s) that you watch the most. 

(Multiple choices available) 

 
• MOBA - Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (LoL, DOTA 2, HON, HoS etc) 

• Shooter (Both First person and Third person) (CS, BF, CoD, GTA etc) 

• Real Time Strategy (WC3, SC2 etc) 

 

mailto:grim.pedersen@ltu.se
mailto:sebmal-3@student.ltu.se


• RPG (WoW, Diablo, GW etc) 

• Other 

(Next page) 

Brand familiarity: 

Questions on a 7-point agreement scale ranging from “Not familiar to Very Familiar” 

• Familiarity with Razer 

• Recognition of Razer 

• Reputation of brand 
 
Adapted from Spry et al. (2011) 

(Next page) 

 
Brand trust: 

When you answer these questions you should specifically think about the brand Razer. 

Questions on a 7-point agreement scale ranging from “Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree” 

 
• This brand has a reputation for being good 

• I trust this brand 

• This brand cannot be counted on to do its job 

• I feel that I can trust this brand completely 

• If I buy a product from Razer I would feel secure because I know that it will never let 

me down 

Adapted from Lau and Lee (1999) 

(Next page) 

 
Celebrity endorsement 

When you answer these questions you should specifically think about the brand Razer and 

those who endorse their products 

Questions on a 7-point agreement scale ranging from “Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree” 

 
• I am positive towards celebrities endorsing products’ 

• I am more likely to buy a product if a celebrity is using it 

 



• It is positive when a brand is strongly connected to celebrities 

• I am tempted to buy products that celebrities uses 

• I hate when celebrities are obviously promoting a brand 

Adapted from Erdogan (1999) 

(Next page) 

 
Product Placement 

When you answer these questions you should specifically think about the brand Razer 

Questions on a 7-point agreement scale ranging from “Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree” 

 
• I don't mind seeing Razer products on stream and video clips. 

• I generally prefer streams and video clips that do not have product placements in 

them to those that do. 

• I hate if Razer products appear on streams or in video clip 

• I am positive towards brands visibly promoting their brand in social media. 

• I hate seeing Razer products in games if they are placed for commercial purposes 

Adapted from Nelson et al. (2004) 

(Submit) 
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